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Royal Belgian Institute of Natural

Sciences 

"Science & More!"

From dinosaur fossils to live tarantulas to rare gems, the Royal Belgian

Institute of Natural Sciences Museum explores the natural wonders of our

fascinating planet. The permanent galleries are unique and interesting,

including a Gallery of Evolution, Insects Hall, and Minerals Hall. In addition

to the permanent displays, the museum features several temporary

exhibitions throughout the year, including interactive exhibits. This

museum also serves as a research facility.

 +32 2 627 4238  www.naturalsciences.be/  info@naturalsciences.be  Rue Vautier 29, Vautierstraat

29, Brussels
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Museum of Medicine 

"The History of Medicine"

The Museum of Medicine (Musée de la Médecine) is dedicated to

chronicling the history of medicine, including technology, practices, and

art relating to medicine. These unique displays come all over the world

and some pieces date back to antiquity. It's a fascinating visit, though it

should be noted that some of exhibits might be a bit too grisly for the

weak of stomach!

 +32 2 555 3431  www.museemedecine.be/  museemed@ulb.ac.be  route de Lennik 808,

Anderlecht
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Museum of Radiology 

"Scientific Achievements"

Located in the corridor and the waiting room of Military Hospital's

radiology department, the Museum of Radiology shows some of the great

achievements in the radiology scientific field. This small unique museum

exhibits photos and artifacts that chronicles the scientific field, including

showing unique x-rays. To witness the path of progress and development,

Museum of Radiology is a must visit!

 +32 2264 4097  www.radiology-

museum.be/

 info@radiology-museum.be  Bruynstreet 200, Military

Hospital, Brussels
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